This release addresses the following Service Requests:

**Service Request 82447**

Service Request 82447 asks for adding Employee Name display to the EDEM CICS screen and automatically populating the Employee Name for the input Employee ID from the Employee Database (EDB) of Payroll/Personnel System (PPS).

The following are the summary of PPS Modifications for the Service Request 82447:

- The new Employee Name display was added in between the entries for the Employee ID and Deduction Amount in the screen panel PPEDEMO.
  
  In order to create enough space for the Employee Name display, label and entry of Deduction Amount, Declining Balance, Employee ID, GTN Number, and Effective Date were rearranged.

  In addition, a new heading label of ‘System Message’ was added for the message display.

- Logic was added in the EDEM screen formatting program PPWEDEM for Employee Name access from the PPPPER table and to populate the new Employee Name display for a valid Employee ID entry in each row of the screen data entry.

  Standard Color, Attribute, and Highlight options for the headings and display were moved to the new heading and display labels added to the screen panel PPEDEMO outlined above.

  In addition, a check was added to identify the declining balance entry before moving the declining balance to the screen row from the saved data element edit array to avoid the effective date value that has a row count of zero being erroneously moved to the declining balance header.

- CICS field level help text associated with all the labels and fields on the EDEM screen were re-anchored.
Programs

PPWEDEM
PPWEDEM is the detail screen processor for the Miscellaneous Deductions - Mass Entry/Update transactions entered from the EDEM screen. It receives user input data from the EDEM screen, does field level and relational edits of that input, then retrieves the associated employee data and displays that data for the end user.

This program was modified to access the Employee Name from the PPPPER table and populate the new Employee Name display in the EDEM screen for a valid Employee ID entry in each row of the screen data entry.

In addition, the following changes were made to add the new heading line:

- Standard Color, Attribute, and Highlight options for the headings were moved to the new heading label added for the messages, first heading line for the Employee Id, Deduction Amount, and Declining Balance.
- Standard Color, Attribute, and Highlight options for the display data were moved to each row of the new Employee Name display.
- A check was added to identify the declining balance entry before moving the declining balance to the screen row from the saved data element edit array. This check was to avoid the effective date value that has a row count of zero being erroneously moved to the declining balance header entry.

CICS Maps

PPEDEM0
This map is used by screen processor program PPWEDEM.

The following modifications were made in this screen map:

- The new Employee Name display was added in between the entries for the Employee ID and Deduction Amount. In order to create enough space for the Employee Name, the screen panel PPEDEM0 was changed as below:
  a. The label and entry of the fields Deduction Amount and Declining Balance were moved to the right.
  b. The label and entry of the field Employee ID was moved to the left.
- To limit the label display within the field entry length, the screen panel PPEDEM0 was changed as below:
  a. The label and entry of the fields GTN Number and Effective Date were moved up by one line.
  b. The labels of Employee ID, Deduction Amount, and Declining Balance were displayed in two lines.
- New heading label of ‘System Message’ was added to the message display, which is used for displaying the system generated error / informational message for each row of the user entered data.

CICS Help Text Anchors

The Field Level CICS Help text associated with all the labels and fields on the EDEM screen was re-anchored.

Installation Instructions
A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.
Test Plan
A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

Timing of Installation
The timing of this release is not urgent. As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to baskar.chitravel@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-0692.

Baskar Chitravel